Abstract. An approach to deal with the dynamic complexity in project is decisive for its timely and within the budget successful termination. Yet it remains underestimated and under-investigated issue. The nondeterministic nature of project stati, with their prediction limited to probability is in major part due to the human factor. The panacea for high frequency agile reaction to project occurrences is seen in cybernetic approach on three levels of feedback loops. The human decision process, modelled in this paper, is defined as the III Order Cybernetics. An outline of the dynamic system modelling of leader behavior in the process of decision making with reference to algorithmic modelling, aims in better identification of the key success factors in cybernetic approach to project management.
Introduction
Project methodology began to develop with the first complex endeavors at the end of the Fifties of the last century [1, 2] . Despite the substantial efforts and numerous methodological approach measured project efficiency over the last 20 years remains unchanged on the level of 30-40% projects closed on time within the budgeted expenditures [3] .
In the early stages of the project management methodology development, a panaceum have been sought in approaches aimed at solving the complexity of project targets. The decomposition and system theories were used to deal with interdependence of the composites [4, 5, 6] .
Von Bertalanffy recognized, that to assess the project complexity not the number or components and their interaction (systemic approach), but difficulties in defining the processes and methods of dynamic interaction determine the fate of a project [6] . And, irrespectively of the ambiguity of the project complexity definitions, the conceptual deficiencies and lack of methods dealing with the project complexity are viewed as a main source of the unsuccessful projects [7] .
This paper aims at modelling of the dynamic project complexity and cognitive dynamic behaviour of the project leader contributing to the development of suitable cybernetics based project management methodologies.
Project Complexity
Neil Johnson defined the complexity as a phenomenon of a set of interactive, affecting each other elements [8] . In the world of algorithms Kolmogorov defined complexity as a minimal number of quantifiable resources, needed to specify an object [9] . Gell-Mann generalized the complexity, expressed by the length of its description, as an opposite to two extremes: very short description of perfectly ordered systems on the one hand and equally short description of chaos on the other [10] . So the Gell-Mann complex system is a set of inter-combining (intermingled) elements and the relations, which describe this affectation.
Weaver classified the complexity as well ordered (organized) outcome when all interrelations between the elements in set are correlated and not coincidental. This would mean that the system expressed a deterministic behaviour [11] . This is massively contradicted by Waldrop [12] , Prigogine, who said it expresis verbis, that the complex systems are non-deterministic [13] and Stewart [14] , who proved that the predictability in complex systems is limited to the probability of the adoption of a certain state because of the phenomenon of the fortuity. Nevertheless Bousquet suggests, that a short term predictability is feasible, thus it makes still some sense to attempt certain planning in projects [15] .
The opposite extreme in Gell-Mann classification: The unorganized complexity with a chaos as a terminal state, is seen by Weaver as a large number of mutually affecting each other elements without any correlation. So Gell-Mann complex systems are somewhere in-between.
In a project, the complexity of its deliverables and project results is in most cases related to the static structure of the intermingled (interdependent) elements [16] . The dynamic behaviours are modelled usually by identifying certain sub-sets of elements and limiting the affectations to the elements in the sub-set and then to the impact of the sub-sets on each other. This approach has been used by Assan et al. [17] and Ninck et al. [18] in the decomposition of the organisational structures of complex projects. Geraldi et al. [7] , Brady and Davies [19] and others use the term of a structural project complexity for both project results/deliverables and the organisational complexity. Bosch-Rekveldt et al. developed a TOE model unifying the project results/deliverables (Technics, T)) and organisation (O) with an environment (E) [20] .
However, projects are managed by humans. El-Sabaa identified the human factor as a main reason of failure (85%) in the analysed 126 projects [21] . A human, working in a project, is in himself/herself an open (thermodynamic) system with a very high degree of the cognitive and behavioural complexities. In view of the above considerations, the predictability that the sub-sets with human involvement reach predefined states and their affection on other sub-sets in a system can be deterministic, are limited to the probability (attributed to Lorenz butterfly effect: A flap of wings by a butterfly in India cause two years later a tornado in Texas, USA) [22, 23] . This leads to another factor which impacts the project complexity: Time dimension/factor [24] .
Whereas the state space can be repeatedly used, allowing for learning process and control, time is unique, non-repeatable variable. Project manager has to take the correct decisions in presence of high uncertainty in a short time [25] . His decisions, upon unchanged TOE-parameters might vary due to the effect of his own learning process and mental model richness extensions.
Therefore, in the TOE model of Bosch-Rekveldt the fourth dimension: The human factor is introduced. Whereas the structural complexity takes its origins in technics going through the organisation to the interaction with the environment, so the dynamic complexity origins mainly from the human factor, causing secondary impact on the technics, organisation and the environment.
The dynamic complexity in the model of Lyneis and Ford has its source in mental models of the project manager and his cognitive decision making process [26] .
Cybernetic Approach in Project Management
The paradigm of the elaborated cybernetic approach towards handling both the structural and dynamic project complexity is the conceptual integrity, which according to Brooks (1975) , is the key to successful modelling [27] .
Project management is a sort of a classical control system: Project leader observes the project occurrences and undertakes the corrective measures which impacts the project in a feedback loop.
Feedback in project management models was introduced first with the emergence of the controlling processes in the nineteen nineties of the last century [28] . A consequent-process based project management model with a control process in a feedback loop was first adopted as late as 2012 as ISO21500:2012 [29] . System mechanics (project management) in a feedback loop with project fulfil all the criteria and properties of the Wiener cybernetic system [30] building the I order cybernetic loop. II order cybernetic loop is implemented within the processes (like e.g. Ford approach [31] ).
Good practice project management models (e.g. Coper et al. [32] ) in principle oriented towards modifying the mental model of project manager, yet without a clear goal definition they usually missed the point.
Lent [25] conceived a conceptually integer III Order cybernetic approach, in which the mental model is integrated into the cognitive and emotional decision process (Figure 1) , and impacted by the personality [22] . The consequent ordered (I, II and III) cybernetic feedback loops with an orthogonal L-Timer mental model of project management implement the paradigm of the conceptual integrity.
Manager versus Leader Approach towards Complexity in Project Management
In earlier chapter here the Gell-Mann complexity has been defined as an opposite of two extremes. And here differentiate the approaches of a manager and that of a leader. In the mental model and decision preparation manager tends towards organizing all towards perfect organization, exact planning and budgeting, whereas leader care less about the order and rather sets the direction and align his team towards the common vision and goal ( Figure 2) [10]. Project management calls for both capabilities: managerial and simultaneously the leadership one. It is difficult up to impossible to set the controversial goals of a manager and that of a leader in a mental model and goals for decision making. The managerial approach to order set as a prerequisite that certain model of that order exist and a perpetual strive over the time may lead to its achievement. This means that the manager tends to align for longer time towards his model of an order and the attempt to reach it.
Contrary to the fact that a leader is free of any prerequisites and thus faster and with higher dynamics reacts to the occurrences in a project. Leaders let the system to certain degrees freely float or even intentionally destabilize, in order to learn the equilibriums and the resistance as to change around those points. The adaptive learning let leaders develop the cognitive intuition [15] . This operation on the verge of chaos is viewed by several authors as the most successful strategy to deal with the non-linear systems [15, 33, 34] . The dichotomy of leader and manager may be elegantly solved by splitting the tasks into two complimentary roles: person strongly oriented towards leadership and other one focused on management excellence. Miller and Watkins argue, that this "two-leaders" approach is not only effective, but also meets the social needs in company structure [35] . The experience gained by the author [25] supports this thesis. Thomas et al. brought it to the point: brilliant leadership is no substitute for strong management; it is a compliment to it [36] . Yet, it is the leadership trait in project manager personality that reacts first to any occurrences in project and thus by nature tends towards premises of chaos first. In the following section a theoretical model of leadership is drafted, justifying the primacy and usefulness of the leadership over managerial approach in projects.
Dynamic System Modelling of Leader Behavior in Decision Making
The decision making in leader-type biased personality is comprehended as a cognition complex task, to be meaningfully simplified in physical terms, such as "free fall" and/or "linear oscillator" quite well-known tasks (Lichtenstein et al. [37] ).
As for the free fall, motion over a (geometrically) "straight line", which is purposely taken in the parentheses, is represented to a great deal by the individual's (leader's) "nacked" or very substantial ability to strive for a goal indicated as the most important goal/target, described in quantitative and picturesque ways as the really firm hit on target, see e.g. Resnick, Halliday and Walker [38] .
As for the ("linearly exaggerated") oscillatory contribution, in turn, it is worth stressing immediately that it may purposely accelerate and/or decelerate, when combined with the free/decisive fall, the proper decision-making conditions (Kittel et al. [39] ), especially those involving an appropriately adjusted decisive-time domain (Bluedorn and Jaussi [40] ). The aggregation of both, toward cognition's application, corresponds with the oscillation/hesitation vs. rebound (decision to be borne out) conditions. These are addressed by means of a fairly, in general, chaotic dynamical system considerations for which two nonlinear energetic contributions show up inevitably (Dorfman, [41] ). The chaotic character mentioned can be anticipated if the number of dynamically interacting individuals, whenever in leadership conditions, can take on the value of three or more. The virtual oscillating character within a tercet, quartet or a multiplet of individuals, when striving eventually for achieving a goal/target under an interactive individual vs. external medium circumstances, is to be addressed by the present rationale. A paradigm of a proper energy distribution when realizing the dynamics is to be addressed in parallel.
Leader's purely physically-interpreted behaviour, has to express its own characteristic frequency, which stands for a combination of three decisive physical factors: (earth) acceleration; height, and the oscillation's amplitude; (ii) to express the leader's intentional and environment-capturing "average" behavior, the energy portions have to be supplied in discrete and nonlinear energetic quantities -the principal quadratic but natural nonlinearities are supposed to be: the kinetic and oscillations' involving energies, both given in the phase space of minute space-coordinate and temporal velocity, see Resnick, Halliday and Walker [38] ; (iii) to be a truly realistic leader we have to exert a "force on a wall/path", just keeping track of viz adhering to the wall when descending (down) or climbing up, thus very contrary to the free fall (Resnick and Halliday [38] , Kittel et al. [39] ). The mathematical model may be found in (Gadomski and Lent [42] ).
Conclusions
Project complexity is rather to be solved successfully by cybernetic approach with feedback loops, than in a purely linear sequential approach, due to the predictability of a specific state, limited to the probability. The agile nature of leadership approach tending to chaos exposes better dynamics thus smaller amplitude and faster oscillations in decision making. It can be modelled with meaningfully simplified physical terms, such as "free fall" and/or "linear oscillator" well-known tasks (Lichtenstein et al., 2006) . The presented modelling contributes to the preliminaries in development of the conscious efficient approach in project management.
Authors practice successfully the implementations of the models in the management of the large scale complex projects and pursue the research in this area.
